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1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the discrete time, discrete state space, stochastic process defined 
by 
Z n+l =zn+~n-~CZ,~l,, (1.1) 
where {A’,, X,, . ..} is a sequence of nonnegative integer valued random 
variables. Each Z, may be thought of as the content at time n of a dam 
which releases a unit of water at time n + whenever Z, # 0, i.e., whenever 
the dam is nonempty at time n. Independent inputs are fed into the dam 
during each discrete time interval (n, n + 11. The dam has a boundary at 
zero and an infinite capacity. 
When the boundary at zero is removed, the process then has the form 
Z ,1+1 =z,,+xn-1, n=o, 1,2 ).... (1.2) 
Here {Z,} is allowed to range over all the integers. 
The first attempt to examine Markovian inputs in such a storage model 
was made by Lloyd and Odoom [7]. The authors let (X,,} be a simple 
Markov chain with finite state space (0, 1, 2, . . . . N} and defined the content 
process 
z n+l=Zn+Xn-ZCi3n+xn~l,. (1.31 
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They showed that (Z,, X,- ,) formed a bivariate Markov chain and, in 
two subsequent papers, considered the existence and determination of 
stationary distributions for {Z,}. Although both (1.1) and (1.3) have a 
boundary at zero, in each interval (n, n + 1 ] Eq. (1.1) releases Iczna ,, at 
time n+. The release in (1.3), namely Icz,+X,a i,, occurs at time (n + 1) 
and depends on the input X,, in (n, n + 11. Equations (1.1) and (1.2) will be 
the models of interest in this paper. 
The time-dependent solution for model (1.1) was later given by Ali Khan 
and Gani [l] and, in so doing, they found the probabilities of first 
emptiness of the dam which are of major importance for this paper. 
However, the derivation of these probabilities was quite tedious and an 
alternative method using the Perron-Frobenius theorem will be given here. 
The joint mass function of the time and place of the minimum of {Z,} 
will then be derived in terms of these first emptiness probabilities. An 
expression for the bivariate probability generating function (pgf) of this 
random vector will also be given. 
Bhattacharya and Brockwell [2] consider the continuous time analog to 
the skip-free downwards process defined by (1.2). Let {B(t), t 3 0} be such 
a process with MI=info,.,,B(u) and T,=inf{u; inf,.l..UB(y)=M,}. 
They derive an expression for the joint Laplace transform of (T,, IA4,I ), 
given by 
s 
x 
e- “fY(T,, lM,l)EA)& (1.4) 
0 
in terms of the Laplace transform of the distribution of the first passage 
time through some negative level. 
In the special case when {B(t)} is Brownian motion with drift p, 
Bhattacharya and Brockwell invert the transform in (1.4) yielding the joint 
density of ( T,, (M,I ) given by 
ffi,,M,,(% 0) 
= (27c-1’2f,(+&4) 
where 
f”(+“)(U) = 
5 
m  
2p(27~)‘/~ Zco,,,(p) + y 3’2em &* dy 
, u 
11 u-3’2fp(uu-“2+pu”2), I.4 > 0, 
1, (1.5) 
is the density of the first passage time through the state -u and #( .) is the 
standard normal density. 
In Section 4, we derive this joint density directly by taking appropriate 
limits on the joint mass function of the time and place of the minimum of 
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{ 2,) in the special case when {Z,, ’ is a simple random walk. The advan- 
tage of this “brute force” derivation is that it enables one to compute the 
error involved when using (1.5) to approximate this discrete joint mass 
function. 
2. DERIVATION OF FIRST-EMPTINESS PROBABILITIES 
Let {X,, 1 be a Markov chain with state space { 0, 1, . . . . N} and transition 
matrix P= { p,l, where pli> 0 for all i, j. Define {Z,} by (1.1) which 
represents the content of an infinite dam with boundary at zero. Assume at 
the start of the process that Z, = u, X-, = i. Let, 
g( T 1 u, i) = P(Z, = 0, Z, > 0 for all t = 1, 2, . . . . T - 1 1 Z, = u, X- , = i) 
= P(dam first empties at time T 1 Z, = u, K, = i), 
Since {Z,,} is skip-free downwards, it cannot reach the state zero without 
going through every state between u and 0 at least once. This yields the 
relation, 
7-I 
g(Tlu,i)= C djlu-l,i)g(T-jl 1,O). 
,=u- I 
Using this result and letting G(6 1 u, i) = CF= u g( T 1 u, i) 0’, 0 d 8 d 1, 
denote the pgf of the random variable T, we get G(8 1 u, i) = 
G(B ( u - 1, i) G(0 ) 1,O) which implies, by proceeding iteratively, the 
relation 
G(B I u, i) = G(fl 1 1, i)[G(@ / 1, O)]“- ‘. (2.1) 
Also if X1 = 0, then 
G(8 1 u, 0) = [G(O I 1, O)]“. (2.2) 
Thus, the problem of finding first passage probabilities through the state 
zero has been reduced to the problem of finding G(8 I 1, i) and G(0 I 1,O). 
But 
G(Ol l,i)= f g(TI l,i)f17= f f pjjg(T-1 Ij,,j)e 
T =  I 7=I /=o 
=,go Tz,Pijg(T-l lj~j)~‘=~ f PC, 2 AT-1 I j,j)OTp’ 
-/ /=o l-5, 
~0 g P,,G(~ I j, A = 0 ; p,jG(o I 1, .i)[G(e I 1, ())I’- ‘. 
j=O j=O 
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This gives 
(30 
8 
’ ” i) = G(0 I 1, 0) ,=. 2 P G(Q I l>ACG(~ ” I l,O)l’. (2.3) 
The derivation up to this point is completely analogous to that given by 
Ali Khan and Gani [l]. Now define the vector Gu,b = (G(8 ) 1, a), 
G(8 1 l,a+l), G(0 1 l,a+2) ,..., G(8 I 1,h))‘. Also define the (N+l)x 
(N+ 1) matrix M= {PiiCG(@ I l,O)l’},,i=~,, ,..., y. 
Using (2.3), we have G, N= (0/G(0 ( 1,0)) MG,, N which implies 
MG o, ,v = (G(o I 1, OW) Go, ,v. Since we have assumed P is irreducible and 
0 < G(0 I 1, 0) < 1, for all 0 E (0, 11, M is irreducible. Moroever, GO,N is a 
strictly positive eigenvector of M for 0 < 8 6 1. So by the Perron-Frobenius 
theorem, (l/e)G(tI I 1,0) is the maximum eigenvalue of M and is real 
valued. Now let n(0) denote the maximum eigenvalue of the matrix of the 
form {piiOJ)r,,~o ,,.,,,,, V. ThenA(G(B / 1,0))=(1/8) G(B I 1,0) whichimplies 
G,(Q) = MG,(O)), (2.4) 
where G,,(0) = G(0 ( 1,O). So the pgf. G,(8) may be found by solving the 
above functional equation (2.4). 
To actually compute the first emptiness probabilities, Eq. (2.4) can be 
extremely difhcult to solve by direct methods for most Markov chains. 
However, it was shown by Gani [6] using Lagrange’s theorem for the 
reversion of series that the unique solution of (2.4) is 
yielding the first emptiness probabilities 
g(TI LO,=&& {(ii&)‘-’ ~r~~~j,=,, (2.5) 
for T= 1, 2, . . . . The distribution of the first emptiness times starting at level 
one has been completely determined. Now when X 1 = 0, we have 
(30 I K 0) = (G,(@Y = (WG,(R)Y. 
Again by Lagrange’s theorem, 
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and 
For XI > 0, G(B 1 1, i) can be found by using Eq. (2.3) for each i, which 
yields the matrix equation G,., = (@/G,(d)) II~G~.~ discussed earlier. But 
(2.3) may also be written for i= 1, 2, . . . . N as 
‘(” “+GGo(B) ,=, I’ -!- 2 P ‘30 I l,i)lC,,(H)1’=~p,,,G,((il=~~,, 0 
which implies 
G 1.1%’ - 8P diag{ Gi, Cl,, . . . . Gt ’ 1 G ,, ,v = BpO, (2.6) 
where G, = G(0 I 1, i), P = {P,IP,= l, p. = (pro9 pzo9 . . . . P,&‘, and 
diag{Gz, GA, . . . . Gt- ‘} represents the diagonal matrix with (i, i) element 
equal to CL- ‘. Equation (2.6) may be rewritten as 
(I-8Pdiag{GX,Gh ,..., G/~‘})G,.,~=Bp,,, 
where I is the N x N identity matrix. Hence, 
G ,,,=B(Z-BPdiag{Gi,G,!, ,..., Gt ‘}) ‘p. 
which gives G(fI 1 1, i) for i = 1, 2, . . . . N. By using (2.1) all first passage 
probabilities can be computed (at least in principle). 
These results were derived under the assumption that the input process 
{Xn} was a finite Markov chain. Now suppose {X,]} is a Markov chain 
with infinite state space (0, 1, 2, . ..} and transition matrix P = (p,,l\. 
Assume that every n x n upper left truncation of this matrix is irreducible. 
As before, let Z, = U, Xl = i. Brockwell and Gani [4] have shown that 
the relations G(0 1 U, i) = G(O I 1, i)(G(8 I 1, O))“- ’ and G = (8/G,(B)) MG 
still hold where now A4 is an infinite matrix and G is the infinite vector 
(G(0 / 1, 0), G(B / 1, l), . ..)‘. Also, G,(Q)= fI3.(M(G,,(8))) where E.(U) is the 
convergence norm (as defined by Vere-Jones [S]) of the matrix M(0). This 
is the infinite state-space analog of the result of Ali Khan and Gani. From 
this it was shown that g( T I 1, 0) = (l/T) j*‘,’ , , where i:C’ , is the coefficient 
of or ’ in [n(o)] ‘. In the power series expansion I.(M(w)) =x;& i.,~‘, a 
recursive relation was also given for the jL,l by 1,,, =yoo, 3.,,( -poO)” ’ = 
--pO,( -poo)” ’ + the coefficient of of1 in [MC,,- ,, - I,,, ,) C;l=d j.,u’l, 
where M,, ,) is the n x n northwest truncation of M and I,,, , , is the n x n 
identity matrix. Hence, first passage probabilities can be found even when 
the input process is a Markov chain with infinite state-space. 
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3. MINIMUM CONTENT IN (0, N] 
For the processes given by (1.1) or (1.2), the minimum state of the 
process attained in some finite interval (0, N] may be of interest. More 
generally, one may be interested in both the minimum content and the time 
it takes to reach this minimum in some fixed time interval. Let {X,l} be a 
Markov chain with state space the nonnegative integers and assume every 
n x n northwest truncation of its transition matrix, P, is irreducible. Define 
the content process {Z,} by (1.2) where, for simplicity, Z, = 0 and 
X r = 0. From this process, define the two discrete random variables 
which represent, respectively, the minimum of the process and the first time 
to reach the minimum in the interval (0, n]. Of interest here is the joint 
distribution of (M,, r,) which, in particular, will give both the marginal 
distributions of M, and Tn. 
Now define S, to be the time to reach the state -k for the first time, i.e., 
S, = min(n; IM,I = k). Let Rk = Sk - Sk-, be the time between successive 
minima at -(k - 1) and -k. So the S,‘s represent the times for which 
“new” minima occur and the R,‘s are the waiting times between these 
“new” minima. Note that P(Sk = tk) = g(tk ( k, 0) since the time to reach 
-k starting at zero has the same distribution as the time to reach zero 
starting at k. In fact, the total distance travelled through the state space is 
the only important factor here. So the pgf of Sk is G(8 1 k, 0) = 
CFzk g(d 1 k, 0) Bd which was defined earlier. 
With the understanding that P( .) is the probability measure of the 
process (Z,, X,_ ,) on the space of sample paths starting from (0, 0), 
we get P(R, = t,, R,-, = t+ ,, . . . . R, = tr) = g(t, I 130) g(t,-, I 1, O)... 
g(tr 1 LO). This follows directly from the fact that (Z,, X,_ ,) is a bivariate 
Markov chain. This shows that R,, R,,... are i.i.d. random variables with 
mass function g( 1 l,O). Since lM,( is the number of “new” minima 
attained in the time interval (0, n], IM,J is a renewal counting process 
where Rk is the time between the (k - 1)th and kth renewals. 
These results can be used to find the joint distribution of (T,,, IM,I) in 
terms of the first emptiness time probabilities. For integers X, y satisfying 
0 d x < n and 0 < y < co, the joint mass function may be written as 
P(T,,=x, M,= -y)=P(S,.=n, S,.+,-Sv>n-xx) 
=P(S,,=x, R,+,>n-x) 
=P(S,=x)P(R>.+,>n-x), 
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since R,. + , is independent of S,. = x;=, R,. Thus, 
P(T,,=x,/M,,I=?,)=g(.YI~,o) l-‘yg(kI 1,O) , 
1 k=l 1 
O<x<n, O<J’< x. (3.1) 
The marginal distribution of M,, may be found easily by first noting that 
the events {M,, d -J’} and {S,. < PZ} are equivalent. Hence, P(M,, 6 -J) = 
P(S, < n) = x; = I, g(k I y, 0). It follows that the probability mass function of 
M,, is given by 
P(M,,= -y)= i IIs(k I .Y,O)-g(k I .v+ l~O)l> O<ydn, 
k=, 
Writing the joint distribution of (T,,, IM,,l) in terms of the first emptiness 
probabilities is convenient, however, as explained in Section 1, these 
probabilities may be quite difficult to compute. It will now be shown that 
the bivariate pgf of (T,,, IM,,I ) summed over time can be reduced to a 
relatively appealing form depending only on the pgf G,(8) defined earlier. 
To see this, we have 
=,,& z’l f f g(d 1 v, 0) dx’ 
d = 0 1’ = 0 
_ f ;?I f f [ 
,1- d 
g(d( u, 0) c g(k ( 1,O) 0P.C. 
,I = 0 ‘I = 0 I = 0 /i-l 1 
(3.2) 
Keeping in mind that g(d ) v, 0) = 0 whenever d< v, the first expression in 
(3.2) can be written as 
d’,Y/?c = f xl 2 i g(d I v, 0) d’z”. 
d=O I.=0 I =o I, = I‘ d = I, 
Now 
409.129.‘2-IO 
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Thus, 
(G(QJZ I l>O)Y x1 
= .;, zn c (Go(uz) xl” 
r=O 
1 
=(l -z)(l -xGo(oz))’ 
IZI < 1, IWJ < 1, Ix/ < 1. 
The second expression in (3.2) may be written as 
lfz+ t[ 
n-d 
g(d I v, 0) 1 g(k I 1,O) dx” 
fl=O d=O L.=o k=l 1 
= g(d I v, 0) fd y 0 I 1, 011. 
k=l 
The term in brackets can now be rewritten as 
g(d I U>O) znd y g(k l 1,O) 0 k=l 
= c, g(d I v, O)(zuY 5 znpd y g(k I 1,O) 
n=d k=l 
=G(zo I v, 0) f g(k / 1,0) zk f zk-’ 
k=O j=k 
= G(zo 1 v, 0) G,(z) 2 z' 
i=O 
Go(z) = G(zo I v, 0) 1-z. 
Thus, 
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=,zo Go(z) x"G(zo ) v, 0) - 1-z 
Go(z) 
=(l -z)(l -xG,(ws))’ 
Therefore, 
f z”E[ s*“,lMnI] 1 - Go(z) = 
-z)(l -xG,(wz))’ 
121 < 
(1 
1, Ix/ < 1, 101 < 1. (3.3) 
t1 = 0 
Remark. The formula given by (3.3) is the discrete-time analog to (1.4). 
4. THE JOINT DENSITY OF (T,, IA!,/ ) FOR BROWNIAN MOTION 
Consider the special case of (1.2) where the input process IX,,} is an i.i.d. 
sequence of random variables with mass function given P(X, = 2) = p, 
P(X, = 0) = 1 -p, for some 0 <p < 1. With this choice of {X,,}, the storage 
process {Z,} is easily seen to be a simple random walk on the integers. 
Since the Markov dependence in the input process has been removed, 
G(B I 1, i) = G(0 ( 1,0) = G,(B) for all i> 0. It follows from (2.3) that 
which implies 
Go(O) = Ql -p +pG,(O)‘) (4.1) 
c,(S)=$-“z;*)“*, 1~1 < 1, q= 1 pp. (4.2) 
This is a well-known result involving random walks. Equation (4.2) could 
also be derived by solving a set of homogeneous linear difference equations 
(see, e.g., Feller [ 51). 
Now let F(8) denote the probability generating function of X1, namely 
F(8) = q +pO*, 101 < 1. As a consequence of (4.1) and (2.4) 3.(e) = F(0) and 
G,(e) = 8F(G,(8)). Hence, (2.5) becomes 
s(T %o)=dTI u)=+-qj . {(~)T-u~T@q”.o 
=i. (coefficient of e*-u in FT(B)), 
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where 
P(O)= (q+pBy= i i q'pT 
('> 
rfj2(7~- i) 
,=I 
Hence. 
g(T, u) = (u,t) ((T+Tu),2) q(T+y+~-u)/2, (TS u)/2 E { 1, 2, . . . ). (4.3) 
This is the distribution of S, defined in Section 3. The mass function given 
by (4.3) will vanish for odd values of T+ U. Substituting expression (4.3) 
into (3.1) yields 
P(T,=u, ,M,, =“)=(u/u) ((u+Uu),2) q(u+r)/2p(-i2 
with the understanding that the terms involving p and q are nonzero only 
when (U + u)/2 and (k + 1)/2 are integers, respectively. Since the dis- 
tribution of R, is defective when p b 4, resulting in Cp=, g(k I 1) = q/p, the 
term in brackets can be written as 
where the quantity 1 -q/p represents the mass at infinity of the random 
variable R, We now get 
P(T, = u, JM,, = v) = (u/u) ( (u+uu),2) q(“+p)~2p+u)~2 
X ,=~,.+, (l!k)((k:l)i2)q’k+1”2P’k “” 
+ (1-4/P) I[1,2,I,(P) 1 . (4.4) 
It is desired to use (4.4) to derive the joint density of (T,, IM,I), given by 
(1.5), for Brownian motion with drift p, which will be denoted 
{B(t), t > O}. Here, E[B(t)] = pt and Var(B(t)) = t where the variance 
parameter is scaled to one for convenience. 
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THEOREM. For the mass function given by (4.4) with 
p = 4 + p/2 &, lim lim lim P(u 6 nTr,,,, < u + du, 
Au10 AL.10 II-X 
64 IM[,,,,l <v+Au) 
=.r,. ,,W,,(U? VI  where ,fT,, ,M,, (u, v) is given by (1.5). 
Proof Since Brownian motion with drift can be represented as the limit 
of simple random walks, the joint density of (T,, IM,]) will be derived by 
taking the appropriate limits on expression (4.4). This will be done in the 
usual way by decreasing the distance of the jumps dx, decreasing the time 
units dr, and letting p -+ 0 in such a manner that 
ECZ[,.‘A,,l + PLf 
and 
Var(ZctiA,3) -+ t 
as At + 0, Ax -+ 0 (see, e.g., Breiman [3]). 
For fixed t > 0, 
EIZI,.‘,,,] = (2Axp - Ax)[t/At] = (2p - 1) Ax[t/At] 
and 
Var(ZCr,A,l) = [t/At1 4(A.~)*p(l -P). 
To keep this variance finite and nonzero, Ax has to be of the order of 
magnitude of (At) . I’* For simplicity, take Ax = (At)“’ and At = l/n. Also, 
the requirement that 
(2p-l)Ax[t/At]=(2p-l);‘TIt-pt asn-ra 
suggests choosing 2p - 1 = p/& which yields p = 4 + p/2 6. Hence, 
and 
Var(Zrn,,) = 4tn( l/n)(+ + p/2 J;;)($ -p/2 4) = 4t(+ - $/4n) = t + o( 1). 
Let Au>0 and Au >O. The mass function given by (4.4) will be evaluated 
over the interval [u, Au) x [ti, Au) using the above value of p with T, and 
IM,I resealed be At and Ax, respectively. The reader should bear in mind 
that (4.4) is nonzero only when the sum of the two arguments is an even 
integer. An indicator function was omitted to avoid notational difficulties. 
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Using Stirling’s approximation, (4.4) will be written as 
X 
kck+ yqpy (q/p)“2 h(k, 1) 
k=N--u+l k &((k+ 1)/2)(k’2)+1 ((k- 1)/2)k’2 
+ (1 -4/P) Ic*,2.,,(P) Mu, u), 1 (4.5) 
where h( ., .) is some function for which 1 dh(u, ~)<e’/‘~“. Note that 
h(u, II) --f 1 uniformly in u for all values of u. This version of the mass 
function will be evaluated over [u, u+ Au) x [u, u + Au) with N = [t/At]. 
This yields 
= P(u < nTCn,, < u + Au, u d & IM,,,,I < u + Au) 
Hr + 112 (1 _ p2/fl)“‘/2 
=,g)g ~(nr+~~;‘:!+s~~~+l,,2(,,_,~)~nr-s~~+l~/2 
x(; d&J 
f 
WI 
X 
nk+ 1’2 h(nk, l)(q~)“~” (q/p)1’2‘/’ 
k=r-r+l/n (nk) fi((nk + 1/&)/2)“‘k+ “J;;)‘*+ 1’2 
x ((nk- 1/~)/2)(“k~lJJ;;)/2+“* > 
where A = {(r, s); [nu] < nr< [n(u+ Au)], nr is an integer, [J&u] d 
& s < [&to + Au)l, j’ n s is an integer, (nr + s &)/2 is an integer >, 
Letting p = $ + p/2 J n in the term in brackets above and simplifying 
yields 
P( u < nTCn,, < u + Au, v  < &w ~nt,l <u+Av) 
=xX( 2S( 1 - s2/(nr2)) pnr’2 (1 - 2s/(r & + s))‘&/~ (1 - p2/n)nrj2 
(T,S)EA r3j2 Jii( 1 - s2/(nr2))‘/2 
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x[k2+l,.i 
2h(nk, l)( 1 - l/(n’I~‘))“~“~ (1 - 2/(nk + 1 ))I” 
,/‘%k3”( 1 - l/(n3k2))“’ 
x (1 - p2/n)“k’2 (:i~~).(l:n)l.2.il,;i;/) 
n 
+ %l(& + PL) ~co,d~l(~L) 11 .h(nr, s &I. (4.6) 
Expression (4.6) is in the form of a Riemann sum in two dimensions with 
increments of size l/n along the “r” axis and increments of size l/& along 
the “s” axis. Hence, one would think that letting n + CC would yield a 
double integral over the set A. A problem arises, however, since A consists 
only of the points in a lattice where (nr + s &)/2 is an integer. So the 
three-dimensional rectangles trying to approximate the double integral are 
centered over only the points in A and not over all the lattice points in 
[u, u + du) x [u, o + do) for which nr + s & is an integer. This problem 
can be avoided by summing over the set 
B= {(r, s); [nu] 6 nr -c [n(u + Au)], [& o] < J?z s < [&(t; + AC)], 
nr, s & are both integers}. 
We need to compensate now by dividing the increments by 2 so that the 
collection of rectangles over B with increments 1/(2n J?L) will have 
approximately the same area as the collection of rectangles over A with 
increments l/(n j;;) for large n. 
l/(n 4) in (4.6) 
Hence, we substitute 1/(2n J) for 
an d sum over B instead of A. Also note that h(nr, s J%) 
+ 1 as n + co, since nu < nr < nu + [n du] and u is fixed. So the range of 
nr increases with n hence 1 d h(nr, s &) 6 e”(‘2nr) implies h(nr, s A) + 1 
asn+co. 
Making the appropriate changes just described, for large n expression 
(4.6) is approximately equal to 
3’2e -‘2k”2 dk + 2plro, , ,(p) 1 ds dr 
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(s/r312) b(srp312 + pr) 
X (l/&+ e- (pzkv2 dk + 2pZco,,,(p) 1 ds dr, 
where c$( .) is the standard normal density. 
Thus, the joint density of (T,, IM,I) for Brownian motion with drift p is 
given by 
fr,,,M,, (u, u) = (u/u”‘) &Ix- 1’2 + pu”2) 
0 < u < 00, 0 < u < t. This is precisely Eq. (1.5) which was originally derived 
by Bhattacharya and Brockwell [2]. i 
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